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Envy (from Latin invidia) is an emotion which "occurs when a person lacks another's superior quality,
achievement, or possession and either desires it or wishes that the other lacked it".. Aristotle defined envy as
pain at the sight of anotherâ€™s good fortune, stirred by â€œthose who have what we ought to have.â€•
Bertrand Russell said that envy was one of the most potent causes of unhappiness.
Envy - Wikipedia
St. Catherine of Bologna was a woman who lived in the fifteenth century.In addition to the Sacraments,
Prayer, and the Holy Intercession of the Saints like the Blessed Virgin Mary, she summarized for her sisters
the seven spiritual weapons which she used to combat the flesh, the devil, and the allurements of the world.
Catholic Bible 101 - Seven Spiritual Weapons
In rhetoric, an anaphora (Greek: á¼€Î½Î±Ï†Î¿Ï•Î¬, "carrying back") is a rhetorical device that consists of
repeating a sequence of words at the beginnings of neighboring clauses, thereby lending them emphasis. In
contrast, an epistrophe (or epiphora) is repeating words at the clauses' ends. The combination of anaphora
and epistrophe results in symploce
Anaphora (rhetoric) - Wikipedia
Note: The following post accompanies Takuan Seiyoâ€™s latest piece.Both are being kept â€œstickyâ€•
until tonight. Scroll down for other posts that have appeared since Wednesday. Certain posts at Gates of
Vienna, among them those by Takuan Seiyo, tend to attract the attention and comments of people who are
preoccupied with the Jews.
Gates of Vienna
Gay and Homosexuality. Gay is a word (a noun or an adjective) that primarily refers to a homosexual person..
Homosexuality is the condition of unnatural "sexual desire or behavior directed toward a person or persons of
one's own sex.". The term "gay" was originally used to refer to feelings of being "carefree", "happy", or "bright
and showy"; it had also come to acquire some connotations of ...
Gay and Homosexuality, The Bible and Homosexuality
Preface: The following papers support skeptic arguments against Anthropogenic Climate Change (ACC),
Anthropogenic Global Warming (AGW) or Alarmism [e.g. Catastrophic Anthropogenic Global Warming
(CAGW) or Dangerous Anthropogenic Global Warming (DAGW)].Please read the following introductory notes
for more detailed information.
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The eight Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) â€“ which range from halving extreme poverty rates to
halting the spread of HIV/AIDS and providing universal primary education, all by the target date ...
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